The Hieroglyph

The hieroglyph (glyph) artwork was created by Michael Tjoelker, a student at Humboldt State University in 2016.

The glyph is inspired by Nahuatl hieroglyphs used by the Aztecs in Mesoamerica. The single glyph, tlatoa, denotes speech, important speech, speech spoken by individuals who held social, political, or religious positions of power and thus justified the writing of their speech.

This Journal reclaims the glyph to foreground the power of speech, the assertion that students already possess important knowledge, and the primacy of telling their cuentos—of telling their stories.

By orienting four glyphs towards a center we intend it to mean that the CouRaGeouS Cuentos in this journal are a form of liberatory dialogue worthy of writing and publishing. Importantly, it is a conversation within community.
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Strawberry Mango Paletas
Recipe by Brianna R. Juarez

Ingredients:
- 12 strawberries
- 2 mangoes
- 1 ½ lemons
- 2 cups of ice
- Chirris rebanaditas (Watermelon chile candies)
- Chamoy
- Tajin
- Mango nectar

Prep:
- Wash and chop strawberries & set aside
- Wash, peel, and chop mangoes & set aside
- Squeeze the juice of 1 ½ lemons or limes & set aside
- Roughly blend approximately 7 candies & set aside

Instructions:
- To a blender: add ice, mangoes, half of the squeezed lemon juice, mango nectar & blend to a puree & set aside.
- To a clean blender: add ice, strawberries, remainder of lemon juice, chamoy & blend to a puree & set aside.
- To your popsicle molds: add some tajin, blended candy, chamoy & swish it around to spread the mixture.
- Next, add some strawberry puree then mango puree on each mold and repeat until all the molds are filled.
- Add some more blended candies, chamoy, & tajin.
- Lastly, allow to freeze for 6 hours to overnight. Enjoy!

Find a step-by-step tutorial on our Instagram page: @courageouscuentos
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Courageous Cuentos represents a revolutionary platform that offers Cal Poly Humboldt’s diverse student body a safe and supportive space to express their unique voices in languages that uplift their ancestral truths. As an annual publication led exclusively by students, the journal, its associated class, and book launch party has become a cultural staple on our campus that fosters student’s exploration of their personal ethno-cultural narratives.